


Glen Canyon Dam and steel-arch bridge; they seem to be as one 
when photographed from the Visitor View Point just off U.S. Highway 
89 two miles south of the damsite. 

At high noon the bridge's great sagging shadow appears to be 
"painted" on the dam's face; actually dam and bridge are 865 feet 
apart. 

The dam's crest stands 575 feet above water that gushes out 
of Lake Powell and into the tailrace that descends Glen Canyon of 
the Colorado River. 

Glen Canyon Dam 
and Steel-arch Bridge 

Glen Canyon of the Colorado River was given Its 
name in July, 1871 by Major John Wesley 
Powell. During his second row-boat expedition 
down the canyon's 200-mile length Powell was 
impressed by the beauty of many fern-fllled 
glens that graced sheer cliffs along the river's 
banks. Glen Canyon Dam, Glen Canyon Steel
arch Bridge and the Glen Canyon National 
Recreation Area were each named for the 
gorge. Lake Powell bears the major's name. 

A PERSONAL NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR 
There are many wondrous things to see in Lake Powell Country; nature 
fashioned this region with especially spectacular strokes. Because Glen 
Canyon Dam and steel-arch bridge are not natural , but are wonders of 
engineering created by men, there is all the more reason to want to SH 1nd 
admire them. 

I have marvelled at the sight of dam and bridge for more then two 
decades, during which time I have lived atop Manson Mesa In P111, 
Arizona . From a point near my home I can look down into Glen Cenyon'l 
deep, narrow sandstone gorge. I never tire of the view. 

In homes surrounding mine are some of the men who arrived hlfl 
before I did and who devoted as much as ten years of their llvll to 
constructing first the bridge, then the dam. Most are retired now, but thllr 
eyes sparkle with pride at mention of "the dam construction days". 

It was "those days", beginning in 1957, when they labored lon11nd 
hard and dangerously in heat and cold, and wind and water, to per1orm thl 

. many tasks necessary to complete these enormous, expensive, tim' 
consuming projects. 

As the urge to create this book consumed me I got to know meny of 
my "old-timer" construction-days neighbors better. And as I reviewed lhl 
history of the dam's creation I experienced a growing and contlnulnt 
admiration for them and for others whom I "met" through old IIIII 1nd 
photographs and in the texts of technical- and trade-journals. 

Then, when permission was granted me to poke my camera Into thl 
massive dam, in both public and off-limit places, and I was befriended by 
the courteous men and women who quietly operate it, I became very much 
aware that the big concrete barrier is more than a dam. It Is a unique 
monument to the efforts of many Americans, past and present. This llttll 
book is dedicated to all of them. - Stan Jon11 

Masterpieces of en
gineering the bridge 
formally received that 
recognition in 1959, 
the dam in 1964. 
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The United States Bureau of Reclama
tion is responsible for the maintenance 
of Glen Canyon Dam and powerplant, 
regulation of Lake Powell's water, 
and production of hydroelectric 
power. 

Visitors to the great concrete structure enter it through the attractive 
Carl Hayden Visitor Center located on U.S. Highway 89 two miles 
from the city of Page, Arizona. 

Around and within the center are various interpretive displays, 
view points, administrative offices, an auditorium, rest rooms, book 
shop, gift shop and elevators. 

This book has been prepared so that it may be used as a 
self-guide for those who wish to tour all or part of the dam complex. 
Beginning on page four each "station" of the tour is indicated by 
the official Bureau of Reclamation seal (left) in the center of which 
is a number. Similar seals and numbers appear on walls as the 
visitor proceeds in chronological order from station to station 
throughout the dam. 

Approximately forty minutes is required to complete the circuit 
through the dam from numbers 1 through 15 and return . 

The National Park Service acts as 
host to visitors who enter the dam 
through Carl Hayden Visitor Center, 
providing personnel to greet and 
inform the public. 



VISITOR CENTER RECEIVING ROOM Area , a huge natural preserve with in which lake Powell stands. 
Th is spacious lobby features a unique topographic plat of the area 
adjacent to Glen Canyon Dam, a sector known as "lake Powell Country" 
because of the long, meandering reservoir resulting from the dam's 
placement. Officially the region is Glen Canyon National Recreation 

Other displays here reveal facets of the dam's construction and 
operation, allowing visitors an opportunity to understand the dam's 
purpose whether or not they take the 40-minute self-gu ided tour 
throughout the dam complex. 
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NORMAN ROCKWEU PAINTING 
The Visitor Center features works of various artists and photographers 
throughout certain periods of each year. But the most prized painting 
remains in place here at all time; this oil by famed American artist 
Norman Rockwell. 

Prior to his death in 1978 Mr. Rockwell visited Glen Canyon Dam 
and the adjacent Navajo Indian Reservation. He was much impressed 
by the wide contrast between new and old along the Colorado River. In 
1970 he painted this scene. It was subsequently purchased by the 
Bureau of Reclamation for display here. 

The work seems to depict the typically undemonstrative awe of a 
Navajo fam ily at their first view of the dam and bridge. 

Rockwell painted American scenes for sixty years! Many of his most 
famous works graced covers of The Saturday Evening Post magazine, 
beginning in 1916. Most contained wry humor. Th is one is no exception; 
wh ile the eagles, Indians and horse all seem at ease in the realm of 
Glen Canyon's 700-feet-high cliffs the noble dog cringes in fear. 

THE VISITOR CENTER'S VIEWING WINDOWS 
The big, round reception room was designed so that visitors can view lake Powell and its 
Wahweap Bay; Glen Canyon Dam and its crest; the dam's powerhouse and lake waters 
emerging from its turbines to join the Colorado River in Glen Canyon, and an oblique 
profile of graceful Glen Canyon Steel-arch Bridge. 

To accomplish such a viewing area, which no single photograph can capture, it was 
necessary to construct the floor of the recept ion room on a cantilevered platform over
hanging the gorge's rim. The visitor standing at the big viewing windows is actually "in" 
Glen Canyon as well as on its brink. later, on a tour of the dam, the overhang of the 
windowed area will be evident from below. 

NAVAJO RUG-WEAVING DISPLAY 
The Visitor Center's loom is a reminder that Navajo Indians have lived nearby since long 
before the coming of the wh ite engineers, and that an important craft and its artisans 

~~~ may soon disappear forever. 
To the east of Glen Canyon some 140,000 Navajos continue to live and work on more 

than 16 mill ion acres of "Navajoland", the nation's largest and most populated Indian 
reservation. There, on looms usually placed in outdoor settings, only a few talented women 
continue to weave rugs of wool for which Navajos have long been noted. 



ENTRANCE HALL TO OAM 
The crest of the huge dam stands more than 100 feet 
below the reception room. This hallway leads to auto
matic elevators that will take visitors to that crest. 
A niche in the hallway features a sculpture of the late Carl Hayden, 
a native of Tempe, Arizona. His zeal for public service resulted in 
57 consecutive years in the United States Congress! That record 
has remained unmatched by any other legislator since Senator 
Hayden 's death in 1971 at the age of ninety-four. 

VISITORS BEGIN 
THE DAM TOUR HERE 

AT STATION NUMBER ONE 

Seals like this will be apparent to 
visitors who proceed from station to 
station on the self-guided dam tour. 
Each seal will contain a number from 
1 to 15 indicating whereabouts along 
the route. These pages reproduce 
those seals in chronological order 
with descriptions of the features at 
each station. 

HALLWAY ELEVATOR TO DAM 
The elevator is completely automatic. The visitor presses the 
TOUR button, after board ing it, and will descend 110 feet to 
a tunnel-hallway leading to the crest of Glen Canyon Dam. 

Your Self-Guided Tour I· of Glen Canyon Dam 

Senator Hayden was a leading advocate of water reclamation 
and storage in the West. He encouraged construction of dams for 
those purposes and was especially influential in the federal govern
ment's decision to create Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Powell. 

Execut~e offices of the Bureau of Reclamation occupy rooms 
along the right-hand wall of the corridor. Here the Bureau often 
displays paintings or photographs depicting scenes pertinent to its 
operations and facilities. 

At the far end of the hallway is a small auditorium where films 
relating to the dam, the Colorado River and lake Powell are regularly 
shown. Elevators to the dam crest are adjacent. 

• 

ROCK BOLTS 
Emerging from the tunnel, and turning around to look at the rock 
face around the doorway, introduces visitors to rock bolts. These are 
important "fasteners" that prevent sandstone surface slabs from 

spalling off. 
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TUNNEL TO THE DAM CREST 
Emerging from the Visitor Center elevator at 
Station 2 the visitor enters a colorful , tiled 
tunnel that leads to the crest of the dam. 
Seven feet wide, nine feet high and 181 feet 
long this tunnel is deep within the sheer 
cliffs of Glen Canyon. It was blasted out of 
solid Navajo sandstone, then lined with 
concrete before the ceramic tiles were 
installed. 

Since completion of the tunnel in 1966 
many hundreds of thousands of visitors from 
throughout the world have walked its length 
to gain the top of mammoth Glen Canyon Dam. 

Many more rock bolts are evident later in the tour. An excellent 
display at Station 14 explains their use and purpose in more detail. 
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CONCRETE BUCKET ON DAM CREST 
Believe it or not, a mere five bottom-dump 
"buckets" like this one poured all of the 
4,901,000 cubic yards of concrete in Glen 
Canyon Dam. Each of those buckets could 
contain 12 cubic yards of concrete weighing 24 
tons. Each received concrete from a "batching 
and mixing" plant- the world 's largest- that 
stood on a shelf within Glen Canyon. 

Each bucket was swung into dumping 
position by one of two 50-ton-capacity mobile 
cableways that spanned the gorge from rim to rim . 

The first concrete pour occurred on June 17, 
1960, beginning an uninterrupted around-the
clock process that continued until September of 
1963. Four hundred thousand times the buckets 
filled and emptied! 

CREST OF THE DAM 
Broad and arcing, it is 25 feet wide and extends 1,560 
feet from canyon rim to rim . Along its length are two 
elevator shaft towers and a 165-ton gantry crane (right). 
At left are eight small "control houses" containing 
hydraulic hoists. T~ey can raise or lower fixed-wheel 
gates whose purpose is to close off penstock intakes. 
When dry the penstocks, and turbines deep within the 
dam, can be inspected and maintained. 

A walk to the first elevator tower (right) allows a con
tinuation of the dam tour from this point. 

POWER PLANT VIEW 
Beneath the dam crest, at a 
distance of 527 feet, is the huge 
building that houses the dam's 
mighty generators. 

VISITOR CENTER PROFILE 
From the dam's crest is a fine 
view of the Visitor Center, 
perched on its cantilever "legs"_. 
Below it is a sheer wall of Navajo 
sandstone that plunges 700 feet 
to waters of the Colorado River. 

FISHING 

Lake Powell 's anglers often seek bass and trout near the dam. Most troll or still
fish at depths of from 40 to 100 feet. 

Striped bass weighing more than 35 pounds have been taken from the lake. 
Rainbow and brown trout records exceed 16 pounds. 

F·~ 
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EAST SHORE VIEW 
This view reveals the magnitude 
and symmetry of the dam's "con
crete arch ", an engineering factor 
that imparts strength. The great 
barrier restra ins horizontal pres
sures of deep Lake Powell water 
much as a building's keystone 
arch permits the bearing of heavy 
vertical weights. 

GANTRY CRANE 
Its ma in purpose is to periodically 
withdraw penstock fixed-wheel 
gates from beneath Lake Powell 's 
water and place them on the dam 
crest where they can be 
inspected. 

The huge crane can lift 165 
tons with its big hoist, 25 tons 
with the smaller one. Entirely 
electric the crane uses a 40 
horsepower, 1,200 rpm direct
current motor for all lifts. 

A 15 hp, 1,200 rpm alter
nating-current motor powers the 
trolley that rolls the crane slowly 
over tracks along the crest's 
length. 

In this view one of the eight 
control gates has been pulled 
from its place and deposited in 
the repair dock. 

& : sa e:; ·• '*-"" 1 
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Lake Powell's Wahweap Bay- A View Up-Lake From The Dam's Crest 

What the visitor sees from the dam's crest is a very minor sector of Lake 
Powell's vast, meandering waters. But the blue depths and red rock are 
typical of the colorful and spectacular scenery along the lake's entire 
1,960 miles of shoreline. 

Named for soldier-geologist John Wesley Powell , the huge reservoir 
extends 186 miles north and east from the damsite. At full pool (3,700 
feet above sea level) it contains 27 million acre-feet of water with a 
surface area of 252 square miles. 

Originated in 1963 Lake Powell has become the second largest man
made lake in the United States. Lake Mead, 200 miles downstream, can 

contain 28.5 million acre-feet of water . 
Full pool had been achieved only twice during Lake Powell 's first two 

decades, in 1980 and 1983. The latter year's extreme and late runoff 
conditions caused the surface to rise eight feet above the 3.700-foot 
elevation, bringing it within seven feet of the dam's crest. The water here 
was 568 feet deep. 

Unsurpassed as a water-sports recreation area Lake Powell is visited 
annually by approximately two mill ion persons. 

To understand what Glen Canyon looked like prior to formation of the 
lake see the opposite page . 
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The Colorado River's Glen Canyon- A View Downstream From The Dam's Crest 

A 16-foot-long boat cruises on waters of the river 543 feet 
below the dam's crest. Glen Canyon Steel-arch Bridge is 865 
feet away, spanning the great gorge at an elevation 113 feet 
higher than the crest of the dam. Vehicles rolling across the 
bridge are 700 feet above the river's clear, fast-moving 
water. 

Around the distant downstream curve Glen Canyon 
continues for fifteen miles, joining Marble Canyon at historic 
Lees Ferry. Some 60 miles beyond that is the head of Grand 

Canyon. All three of the deep and narrow canyons remain in 
pristine condition. They carry the Colorado's water through 
300 miles of magnificent, twisting chasms before it spills 
into Lake Mead, the reservoir created by Hoover Dam near 
Boulder City, Nevada. 

Big trout thrive in the always-cold, clean waters of Glen 
Canyon. Anglers can launch boats at Lees Ferry, then navi
gate upstream against currents of up to six miles per hour. 
Riffles, but no rapids mark the Glen Canyon watercourse. 



WESTSIDE TOWER 
Visitors leave the dam's crest and 
enter th is shaft to descend by 
elevator into Glen Canyon Dam 
and its power plant. The spacious 
elevator car lowers itself 528 feet 
in little more than a minute. 

Halting automatically the car will open on another 
tiled tunnel-hallway. This, actually, is one of the 
many galleries that make up a labyrinth deep within 
the dam's concrete mass. A walk through it leads to 
an outside bridge connecting the dam to the power 
plant. 

GRILLE TO GALLERY 
At a bend in the tunnel-hallway is a grilled door• 
way, locked to prevent the public from entering a 
work area. Here the temperature of the air is 50 
degrees Fahrenheit; it never varies . 
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INSPECTION GALLERY 
What lies beyond the locked grille? 
One of many dozens of dark, dank, 
curved corridors known as "inspec
tion galleries". There, in dimly-lighted 
silence, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
inspectors walk almost dai ly. They 
use soph isticated portable testing 
devices to monitor term inals linking 
1,658 instruments im bedd ed 
throughout the dam's concrete. More 
than one thousand of those record 
strain within the dam 's great mass, 
sixty revea I degrees of stress. 

Other instruments disclose internal concrete 
temperatures; expansion and contraction of joints 
between the huge blocks that comprise the dam , 
and minor variations of movement that may occur in 
the dam's foundation. 

In add ition , five plumblines that hang from the 
top of the dam to its foundation can be mon itored by 
inspectors in the galleries. 

Each gallery contains floor troughs through wh ich 
"leaking" water quietly flows. Leaks are inherent in 
all concrete dams due to the brittle nature of the 
construction material ; inevitably tiny cra cks will 
allow some water to enter. 

Each gallery's trough leads to a drain system th at 
empties into the river. In the photo at left bare bu lbs 
of the gallery's subdued lighting system reflect in 
waters of a trough. 

THE "GOLF COURSE" 
A lawn of 86,000 square feet greets the visitor who walks across the dam
to-powerplant bridge. Yes, it is real grass. Locally the area is known as 
"the golf course" or "Ladybird's Garden". 
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GROUNDWATER LEAKS 
The porous sandstone walls of Glen Canyon contain natural 
fractures that may allow groundwater or "leaks" from Lake Powell 
to seep from them. Such moisture can weaken the rock and cause 
exfoliation, the spalling off of exterior rock surfaces. 

Long rock-bolts have been inserted into walls near the dam in 
order to prevent such spalls. 

All water that finds its way to the face of cliffs adjacent to the 
dam is caught in troughs at the base of the wall and is routed 
directly to the river below. 

• 
BRIDGE TO POWERPLANT 

Emerging from the tiled gallery-hallway 
visitors must cross this bridge to enter the 
dam's powerplant; the huge building that 
houses the hydroelectric generators is 
independent from the dam itself. 

To the left of the bridge is the rear wall of 
the powerplant and, below it, a surprising 
green lawn. 

On the right is a wall of original Glen 
Canyon Navajo sandstone. 

LOOKING UPWARD 
From "the golf course" the view upward reveals 558 feet of the 
dam's downstream face. A man stands on the lawn below and to 
the left of the dam-to-powerhouse bridge at the opposite end of the 
grassy expanse. By comparison the man's tiny stature provides 
mute evidence of the gargantuan size of Glen Canyon Dam. 
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THE POWER PLANT 
At station number nine the visitor gains the huge 
concrete and steel building that houses Glen Canyon 
Dam's eight great hydroelectric generators. A Visitors 
Gallery features several graphic displays created by the 
Bureau of Reclamation. Pausing here for severa l 
minutes to look over the displays can provide a better 
understanding of the dam's creation, its purpose, how it 
and the powerplant operates, and whom it serves. 

CONSTRUCTION DAYS 
Ten years of exhaustive construction work have been compressed 
into a photo montage gracing a wall of the visitors gallery. Here 
cameras have captured many of the historic procedures that were 
necessary to the long and laborious task of diverting the Colorado 
River and creating Glen Canyon Dam. 

GROSS EARNINGS CALCULATOR 
The digital counter clicks away day and night in the 
Visitors Gallery. It constantly adds amounts in U.S. 
dollars paid into the nation's treasury by various 
purchasers of the electric power produced in this 
building. 

The photograph was taken February 9, 1984 when 
earnings had reached almost 500 million dollars 
during nineteen years of power sales. 

It is not easy to understand how the combination of a mighty river, 
a massive dam and huge turbines can create electricity. This 
display in the Visitors Gallery tells the story of hydroelectric power in 
simple, cutaway graphics and a few well-chosen words. 

WHAT GLEN CANYON DAM IS MADE OF 
The "recipe" for the dam's concrete included many ingredients from many 
places. There was cement from Clarkdale, Arizona; pozzolan (a type of 
volcanic ash) from near Flagstaff, Arizona and from Panaca, Nevada; fly 
ash from Chicago; two kinds of sand and six sizes of coarse river rock 
(aggregate) from Wahweap Creek quarries six miles north of the damsite, 
and water from several · wells drilled nearby. 

The polished concrete cylinder displayed in the Visitors Gallery is a core 
sample typifying the hardened mass of those ingredients. 



THE POWER GENERATOR ROOM 
No other aspect of the reclamation project presents 

more extraordinary evidence of man's technical and 
mechanical ingenuity. 

The eight giant generators in this room are capable of 
producing 1,320,000 kilowatts of hydroelectric power, an 
output sufficient to supply the needs of a city with a 
population of more than a million. 

How is this accomplished? Spinning quietly at 150 
revolutions per minute huge rotors within the generators 
are turned by steel driveshafts connected to Francis-type 
reaction turbines located 30 feet below in the power
plant's foundation . There, torrents of Lake Powell water 

gush from enormous penstocks to strike turbine blades 
that rotate the shafts. 

The generator room is 598 feet long, 73 feet high and 
83 feet wide. Its generators were not lowered from above 
by cables into a roofless powerhouse; parts for each were 
tru~ked into the completed room on specially-built 
low-bed trailers that descended, snail-like, through two 
miles of tunnel connecting the powerhouse with Glen 
Canyon's rim. 

Once inside, each giant segment was assembled with 
help · from the two enormous 300-ton overhead electric 
cranes near the ceil ing. When used in tandem those 
cranes can hoist 600 tons ! 

GENERATOR REPAIR 
A huge rotor is being lifted from its stator 
bore. Periodic inspection and renovat ion of 
each generator's components is important to 
its consistent performance as a producer of 
electricity. 

INSIDE A GENERATOR 
With the generator's rotor removed a workman has 
descended into the stator bore to ass ist in replacing 
electrical conductors. Known as "stator windings" the 
conductors are sheathed with insulation that slowly 
deteriorates as the rotor continually spins within the bore. 
Replacement of windings is usually required about every 20 
years. 
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VERTICAL TURBINE SHAn 
To see one of the generator's 
great turbine shafts in opera
tion visitors enter this ele
vator. It will automatically 
descend 34 feet from the Visi
tor's Gallery to the Governor 
Gallery, returning to the Visi
tor's Gallery at the conclusion 
of the lower area tour. 

Eight steel shafts such as this one turn the rotors within stator bores of the eight 
big generators in the room above. Each of the glistening shafts is forty inches in 
diameter and weighs almost forty tons. Each is connected to a 155,500-horsepower 
hydraulic turbine that whirls 150 revolutions per minute as penstocks deliver 1.3 
million gallons of lake water per minute from a head 450 feet above the turbines. 

Wicket gates, operated by strong metal arms, control the flow of that water 
into spiral cases where it makes contact with the turbine blades, or "runners", that 
spin the shaft. Those runners, fourteen feet below this point and operating under 
water of such great force, are not visible to anyone. 

On the wall at the shaft's left the manufac
turer of the turbines and shafts has placed a 
plaque (below). Visitors at this point are 562 
feet below the dam's crest, as deep within 
the dam as the public is permitted to go. 
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THE GOVERNOR GALLERY 
.... :3- ,~ ... -·J·~ Behind this grille are instruments and the men governing Glen Canyon Dam's 

power-making facilities. The public is not permitted here. .,. .. )"'' - ~,. 
• /~--::c. The engineer standing in the 550-feet-long hallway is reading meters that 

indicate performance levels of turbine governors located behind the panel. !I .·· 1£,. . . l !. ~ 
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MAIN CONTROL ROOM 
This area of the Governor Gallery is the heart and brains of 
Glen Canyon Dam. Necessarily off-limits to the public it con
tains the many control and relay panels required to monitor 
and operate the multipl icity of machines, mechanisms and 
instruments that make the great dam and its hydroelectric 
power apparatus work. · 

A Bureau of Reclamation manual states that: There is 
sufficient control , indication and annunciation equipment 
on the main control board for one operator in the control 
room to have adeauate suoervision over the entire olant. But 
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GOVERNORS 
Hidden away in an off-limits recess of the Governor 
Gallery are the eight austere-looking units that regu
late speed of the dam's eight turbines. 

The amounts of lake water allowed to enter the 
turbine's spiral cases are varied as the demand for 
electric power fluctuates. 

The governors are oil-pressure cabinet-actuator 
types with electrically-driven speed-responsive ele
ments that in five seconds can close wicket gates 
and halt flows of water into turbines. 

two men are normally assigned day and night throughout 
the year. One manages the control room, the other monitors 
instruments on panels along the Governor Gallery and 
elsewhere. 

However, the actual activation of mechanisms that change 
loading of the dam's machinery and powerplant equipment 
is done by computers housed in the Western Area Power Ad
ministration's power dispatch center in Montrose, Colorado. 
Microwave communication channels carry impulses from 
that center to Glen Canvon for that 



THE TRANSFORMER DECK 
This is the "jumping-off place" for all 
of the electric power generated by 
Glen Canyon Dam. Current of 13,800 
volts emanates from generators 
within the powerplant, enters the 
12 orange transformers on this deck 

and is boosted to voltages of 230,000 and 345,000 volts. The 
increased voltage is necessary to allow for inherent losses of 
power during long-distance transmission over high-tension 
lines. 

Three single-phase transformers are required to handle the 
power output of two generators. Each transformer weighs 90 
tons. 

From the transformers the electric currents surge onto 
conductors that take it up and out of Glen Canyon and onto 
transmission lines. From there the power can be routed 
throughout a grid system to consumers in various regions of the 
West. 

ROCK-BOLT DISPLAY 
At station fourteen an entire two-inch
diameter rock-bolt is displayed. Above it a 
massive rock wall is literally held together by 
such bolts, their heads and square washers 
very obvious. 

Hundreds of rock-bolts were installed by 

daring "high-scaler" men suspended from 
long cables attached to windlasses on 
canyon rims. They drilled holes from 45 to 75 
feet into the Navajo sandstone, inserted the 
bolts, then forced concrete grout around the 
bolts to secure them within the walls. 

LOOKING DOWN THE COLORADO RIVER 
From parapets on the transformer deck only about a mile of Glen 
Canyon's 15-miles-long inner gorge is in view. The clean , swirling 
maelstrom directly below the parapets is the dam's tailrace. Its 
water spews rapidly out of turbines after having been spent in the 
production of hydroelectric power. 

GLEN CANYON BRIDGE 
From the dam's transformer deck is a special 
view of the second highest steel-arch bridge 
in America , the apex of jts arch truss 
looming 618 feet above. Distance between 
skewbacks on which the truss ends rest in 
each wall of the canyon is 1,028 feet. 

The graceful, award-winning span was 
erected prior to construction of Glen Canyon 
Dam so that workers, vehicles and machinery 
could operate on either side of the deep 
gorge during that construction. Four million 
tons of steel for the bridge were lowered into 
place by cranes hung from rim-to-rim 
cables. 

Other cables on each rim tugged at ever
lengthening east and west bridge sections, 
securing them until they almost met over the 
canyon's middle. The "keystone" segment, 
easily seen from this vantage point, was then 
lowered into place. 

Additional data on the great bridge, and a 
comparison of it with its superior, will be 
found on page 36. 

POWER LINES 
Specially-designed steel towers that "lean" over the 
west rim of Glen Canyon accept the high-voltage 
conductors emanating from transformers. The big 
aluminum "cables" swing upward 800 feet to in
sulators atop towers 210 feet tall. Behind the towers 
is a switchyard from which all of the dam's power is 
distributed to its various markets. 

RIVER OUTLETS 
The four steel , eight-vented outlets in a 
concrete mass along the canyon 's east wall 
are hollow-jet valves that allow Lake Powell 
water to be sent directly in to the Colorado 
River without passing through the dam's 
turbines. 

Each of the valves is eight feet in diameter. 
Only twice in the first twenty years of the 
dam's existence was it necessary to open 
these outlets; in 1980 and 1983. Fantastic 
water displays resulted. 

TUNNEL ADITS 
"Holes" in the sheer east wall of Glen 
Canyon are adits or "windows" that 
occur each 500 feet along the two
mile length of the dam-access tunnel 
within the cliffs. 

Initially blasted out for the pur
pose of allowing excavated rock to be 
spilled to river banks the adits now 
allow circulation of air in the tunnel. 
Each adit is eleven feet in diameter. 



Glen Canyon and The Colorado River · Downstream from Glen Canyon Dam 
IN THE PAST ITS BEAUTY AND MYSTIQUE LURED ALL MANNER OF MEN. TODAY IT CONTINUES TO ATTRACT THOSE WHO SEEK SPECIAL KINDS OF ADVENTURE. 

The earliest people in Glen Canyon were Indians of the Anasazi culture. They left 
crude petroglyphs that remain on certain walls. Pecked into the surface with stone 
tools this rock art is at least 700 years old. The Anasazis had disappeared from 
Colorado River gorges by 1300 AD. 

The second descent of the Colorado River in boats was accomplished in 1889 
by Robert Brewster Stanton and a crew of surveyors who envisioned a railroad 
within the gorges. John Hislop, a transitman with the expedition, left his auto
graph and the date in a huge Glen Canyon cave. 

Later, placer miners probed Glen Canyon seeking gold flakes in the gravels 
of its sandbars. F. G. Faatz carved his name on a wall November 16, 1892. Very 
little wealth was achieved by any of the prospectors; the river's gold was in 
flour-like specks too small to recover. 

John Wesley Powell, the man for whom Lake Powell is named, 
was the first white man to boat through Glen Canyon. It was 
during his historic descent of the Green and Colorado Rivers in 
1869. With three rowing rigs and a crew of eight the one-armed 
soldier-geologist passed the future site of Glen Canyon Dam on 
August 4 of that year. 
"Today the walls grow higher, and the canyon much narrower," 
Powell wrote in his diary. Those very geologic characteristics 
were to dictate the placement of the huge dam almost a century 
later. 

Fugitive John D. Lee established Lees Ferry, fifteen miles down
stream, when he sought refuge there in 1871. A small Mormon 
trading post was built at the site in 1874. Since enlarged, but now 
in ruins, it remains today as Lees Ferry Fort. 

Hydraulic miners descended on Lees Ferry in 1910. Using a 
boiler and steam-operated pumps they forced river water 
through hose nozzles in attempts to sluice gold from chinle 
taluses. The old boiler continues to rust away on the Colorado's 
north bank. 

Glen Canyon float trips on inflated rubber rafts are usually 
available to the public during warmer months and normal river 
flow. The cruises take passengers through the entire 15 miles of the 
magnificent chasm, disembarking them at Lees Ferry. 

Big trout thrive in the cold , fast-moving 
waters of Glen Canyon. Anglers put in at Lees 
Ferry and cruise upstream to seek out rain
bow, brook and cutthroat trout amid spec
tacular scenery. Fish exceeding 18 pounds 
have been taken from the Colorado's waters 
here! 
Fishing guides with boats can be chartered 
at Lees Ferry. 

Navajo Steel-arch Bridge 
spans the Colorado River 
near Lees Ferry. Built in 
1929 to replace a ferry
boat service it hangs 467 
feet above rowing river 
runners. Near here Glen 
Canyon ends and Marble 
Canyon begins. The por
tals of world-famous 
Grand Canyon stand 60 
miles below Navajo 
Bridge. 

Daredevil Evel Knieval once vowed to jump Glen Canyon 
on his jet-powered motorcycle. He posed on the brink 
with his two handsome sons. A permit for the stunt was 
denied and the event never took place. 

Lees Ferry is the embarkation point for all river
running through Marble and Grand Canyons. Big 
inflatable rafts navigate 122 major rapids in the 
270 miles between Lees Ferry and Lake Mead. 



Location: In Arizona's Glen Canyon of the 
Colorado River. 

Authorized: By the U.S. Congress, April 11 , 1956. 
Named: For the canyon in which it stands. 
Project begun: October 1, 1956. 
Excavations total : 5.5 million cubic yards. 
River Diverted: February 11, 1959. 
Dam foundation : 127 feet below original river 

channel. 
Elevation of dam crest: 3,715 feet above sea 

level. · 
First concrete poured: June 17, 1960. 
Last concrete poured: September 13, 1963. 
Volume of concrete in dam: 4,901,000 cubic 

yards. 
Total concrete poured into dam, powerplant, 

etc.: 5,370,000 cubic yards. 
Cost of dam: $145 million. 
Cost of powerplant: $70 million. 
Total cost of entire project: $272 million. 
Reservoir created behind dam: Lake Powell, 

second largest man-made lake in the United 
States. 

First storage of water in Lake Powell: 
March 13, 1963. 

First time Lake Powell filled: June 22, 1980 
(elevation 3,700 feet) . 

Second time Lake Powell filled: July 14, 1983 
(elevation 3,708 feet) . 

Capacity of Lake Powell: 27 million acre feet. 
Length of Lake Powell : 186 miles. 
Length of Lake Powell 's shoreline: 1,960 'miles. 

Surface area of Lake Powell: 252 square miles at 
full pool. 

Depth of full pool Lake Powell at Dam: 560 feet. 
Dedication of Glen Canyon Dam: by Mrs. 

Lyndon Johnson, September 22, 1966. 
Number of generators: eight. 
First power generated: September 4, 1964. 
Last generator completed: February 28, 1966. 
Total generating capacity: 1,320,000 kilowatts. 
Height of dam above bedrock: 710 feet. 
Height above Colorado River: 587 feet. 
Thickness of dam at foundation in bedrock: 

300 feet. 
Thickness of dam at crest: 25 feet. 
Length of dam at crest: 1,560 feet. 
Nearest town to dam: Page, Arizona, 2.5 miles. 

, .. Location: In Black Canyon of the Colorado River 
between Arizona and Nevada. 

Authorized: by the U.S. Congress, December 21, 
1928. 

Named: For Herbert Clark Hoover, 31st president 
of the United States. 

Project begun: April 20, 1931. 
Excavations total: 5.5 million cubic yards. 
River diverted: November 14, 1932. 
Dam foundation: 139 feet below original river 

channel. 
Elevation of dam crest: 1,232 Feet above sea 

level. 
First concrete poured: June 6, 1933. 
Last concrete poured: May 29, 1935. 
Volume of concrete in dam: 3.25 million cubic 

yards. 
Total concrete poured: 4,400,000 cubic yards. 
Cost of dam: $120 million. 
Cost of powerplant: $55 million. 
Total cost of entire project: $385 million. 
Reservoir created by dam: Lake Mead, largest 

man-made Lake in the United States. 
First storage of water in Lake Mead: 

February 1, 1935. 
First time Lake Mead filled : Test-fill 1941. 
Second time Lake Mead filled : July 2, 1983 
C~pacity of Lake Mead at full pool: 

28.5 million acre feet. 
Length of Lake Mead: 110 miles. 
Length of Lake Mead's shoreline: 822 miles. 
Surface area of Lake Mead at full pool : 

241 square miles. 
Depth of full pool Lake Mead at dam: 500 feet. 
Dedication of Hoover Dam: by President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt, September 30, 1935. 
Number of generators: 17. 
First power generated: October 26, 1936. 
Last generator completed: April 29, 1952. 
Total generating capacity: 1,344,800 kilowatts. 
Height of dam above bedrock: 726 feet. 
Height of dam above Colorado River: 587 feet. 
Thickness of Hoover Dam at foundation on 

bedrock: 660 feet. 
Thickness of dam at crest: 45 feet. 
Length of dam at crest: 1,244 feet. 
Nearest town to Hoover Dam : Boulder City, 

Nevada, 7 miles. 

THESE TWO GREAT CONCRETE ARCH-GRAVITY BARRIERS ARE THE KEY DAMS IN AMERICA'S COLORADO RIVER STO RAGE PROJECT. THEY STAND 395 MILES APART AND ARE THE TWO HIGHEST SUCH DAMS IN THE UNITED STATES. 



A large switchyard is necessary to 
receive and distribute power 
generated by the dam. Special 
steel structures were desil!ned to 

BEHIND THE SCENES AT GLEN CANYON DAM- WHAT THE VISITOR CANNOT SEE. 

In the eerie light of a dam gallery are 
towers containing ring-follower gates 
that can control rare diverted flows 
through hollow-jet valves. Why rare? 
Water that does not surge through 
turbines to create saleable hydroelec
tric power is considered wasted. 

The huge dam is a complex thing requiring many 
capable people to operate and maintain it. Here 
are some of the facilities that are hidden from 
the public's view. 

Within the cliffs of Glen Canyon's east wall a spacious 
tunnel connects the dam's powerplant to the rim , 800 
feet above the Colorado River. Two miles long, 20 feet in 
diameter and curving in alignment with the canyon 
walls, the tunnel descends on an average grade of eight 
per cent. Equipment and supplies necessary to operation " 
of the dam are trucked through this tunnel to a platform 
at its mouth. 

At points 500 feet apart along the tunnel route are 
18 large "windows" known as "adits" (below left). These 
were created to allow rock excavated from the tunnel to 
be spilled to river banks below rather than being trucked 
up to the tunnel entrance to be discarded in scenic rim 
areas. Today the ad its help to circulate air in the tunnel. 

A spillway exists at either end of the dam 
several hundred feet downstream from the 
powerplant. This one emerges from the east 
wall. It allows water from Lake Powell to be 
diverted directly into the river without 
passing through the dam's turbines. The 
spillway outlets are capable of emitting 
278,000 cubic feet of water per second' 

Most of the steel fabrication necessary to the 
operation and maintenance of Glen Canyon Dam 
is accomplished in a big machine shop adjacent 
to the power generator room. Here, in an area 
147 feet long and 79 feet wide, machinists and 
other craftsmen are provided with big drill 
presses, saws, threaders, grinders, milling 
machines and lathes capable of turning out 
almost any item needed. 

On a long track located near the ceiling is an 
electrically-operated crane with two hoists that 
can lift 75 tons and 15 tons respectively. These 
are capable of delivering heavy loads to the 
generator room for pick-up by the larger cranes 
there. 

The nearby city of Page receives its domestic 
water supply from Lake Powell through pumps 
and pipes located deep within the dam. The 
centrifugal, multi-stage-type booster pumps can 
push 3,000 gallons per minute up through mains 
buried in the dam-access tunnel. 

A machinist demonstrates use of one of the big metal-working 
lathes in the machine shop. Its capabilities include the turning of 
large-diameter arbors required for replacement in generating 
equipment. 

The Bureau of Reclamation maintains a 
seismograph (right) to record whatever 
local earth movements might take place. 
And from tiny cliff-hung piers (left) 
theodolite surveys are made regularly. 
Temblors of significant intensity could 
conceivably affect the dam's posture in 
its rock-ribbed gorge. Historically, how
ever, no seismic activity of consequence 
has occurred here. 



The Decade of Construction - 1956 to 1966 

·~ October 1, 1957. To 
accomplish initial dam
site work along the 

::--:_-:::~"Nr.ili ":::: Colorado River's banks 
-- workmen were lowered 

into the gorge in a wire 
_ cage suspended from 

cliff-top booms by slim 
cables. The nerveless men 
would daily descend more 
than 700 feet. 

December 14, 1957. Before excavations for the dam's foundations 
could begin the Colorado River had to be diverted around the 
proposed site. Workmen on jumbo scaffolds drilled and blasted two 
tunnels through Glen Canyon's walls. Each was more than 2,700 
feet long and 41 feet in diameter when lined with concrete. 

Temporary cofferdams would shunt river water into the tunnels, 
allowing access to a streambed area of two million sauare feet. 

January 3, 1957. Prior to selection of the damsite no roads came 
within 23 miles of it. Trucks wou ld be required to haul all 
construction material to Glen Canyon; a highway to the place 
was a first priority. 

"The Big Cut", blasted out of Echo Cliffs, allowed U.S. 
Highway 89 to be re-routed to Glen 's brink by July, 1957. 

Later, to supply powdered cement for the dam, one of 36 
trucks, each with a capacity of 142 barrels weighing 27 tons, 
would roll over the new road every forty minutes for three years. 

October 3, 1957. An access tunnel that would al low trucks 
to descend from canyon rim to dam site, was being bored from 
either end. A final mid-tunnel blast on June 24, 1958 completed 
the rim-to-river road within the gorge's wall s. 

January 4, 1958. For use by daring pedestrians a temporary 
"chickenwire footbridge" was swung from rim to rim . 

July 17, 1958. Glen Canyon damsite prior to diversion of the Colorado River. 
A temporary footbridge had been stretched from bank to bank. Atop the 
cliffs steel towers 150 feet tall supported a trolley cableway that reached 
1,540 feet from rim to rim . Concrete skewbacks high in canyon walls held 
springers from which sections of arch truss for a new highway bridge 
inched toward a juncture in mid-canyon. Cantilevered steel tie-back cables 
held the trusses in place. 

Add itional pre-fabricated bridge segments would arrive almost daily to 
be lowered by trolley cranes capable of bearing 25 tons. Steelworkers, 
descending via a second cableway, bolted and riveted the sections to
gether. Eventually, the completed span would link east and west parts of 
new U.S. Highway 89 and allow vehicular traffic to cross the 700-feet-deep 
gorge. Until Glen Canyon Dam was placed here waters of the Colorado 
River were red, ro iled and often rampant. 

September 15, 1958. A new town began to take shape atop 
Manson Mesa, 2.5 miles from the damsite. It would house 
dam workers and their families, soon boasting a population 
of 6,500. Many would live in 1,000 mobile homes, "the 
world 's largest trailer court". 

May 20, 1959. Glen Canyon steel-arch bridge has been completed. Earth coffer
dams and diversion tunnels allow the river to flow around excavations in the 
riverbed that will contain the dam's immense foundation . And keyways have been 
blasted out to receive concrete abutments that will lock the dam in place. 
Progress, yes; but seven more years of construction lay ahead! 



April 29, 1960. Through the bins, silos, mixers and hoppers 
of the world's largest concrete mixing plant (217 feet high) 
would pass all of the cement and aggregate to be "batched" 
for use in dam and powerplant. Thirty-six men, operating in 
8-hour shifts of 12 each for three years, were to produce an 
average of 8,040 cubic yards of concrete every 24 hours. 

April 5, 1960. Daring highscalers were prying loose rock slabs from Glen 
Canyon's sandstone walls and inserting rock-bolts into cliffs to prevent 
new spalls from occurring. Cables from which they hung were secured to 
windlasses as high as 700 feet above. The highscaler's work was accom
plished before and after diversion of the river, its waters always seeth ing 
beneath them. 

September 20, 1961. Steelworkers were erecting frameworks that would 
become the dam's huge powerplant. To complete the enormous building 
would require more than 2.5 million tons of steel. 
.,.,, --

October 16, 1961. Two million cubic yards of 
concrete had been poured into the dam 's 
foundation and lower blocks in fifteen 
months. Only three million yards to go' 

November 8, 1961. This historic photograph reveals how Glen Canyon 
Dam was "arch-bu ilt" of wedge-shaped concrete "blocks", each 
poured in place. They were positioned laterally much as bricks or 
stones are laid to create a keystone arch. Some of the massive blocks 
are as large as 60 by 210 feet in diameter. Individual blocks rose 7.5 
feet at a time as fresh concrete was poured into forms of that height. 

A complicated cooling system was imbedded within the blocks. It 
kept them at temperatures necessary to the proper curing of the 
concrete, during construction and for many months afterward. 

Emerging from the tops of the blocks are steel penstock tubes 
that were extended by welding as the dam's mass ascended. Behind 
them are steel girders of the ponderous framework that would become 
the dam's big powerplant. 

At the time of this photograph the impoundment of Colorado River 
water to create Lake Powell had not yet begun. But the stream's 
erratic flow often brought with it tons of driftwood that were 
deposited at the base of the incomplete dam before turgid waters 
continued on downstream through diversion tunnels. 



April 12, 1963. Six years of labor has caused the great dam to rise to 
near completion. On its downstream side (above) the steel frame of 
its powerplant has been sheathed in concrete. The diversion tunnel in 
the west wall is dry, sealed off on March 17 so that Colorado River 
water could be impounded to create new Lake Powell. 

As lake water slowly rose against the dam's upstream face 

(below) workmen fabricated trashrack structures over outlets (left) 
that would allow diversion of lake water directly into the river, and 
over the eight penstock intakes that would accept water into the 
powerplant's turbines. 

In a few more months the huge concrete mixing plant, perched on 
its ledge (right) would cnmplete its work and be removed. 

September 13, 1963. "Topping-out" ceremonies. 
Unlike a number of official ceremonies later 
attended by notables this one was by and for the 
men who had built this masterpiece of engineering. 

April 2, 1964. Inside the dam's completed powerplant electrical 
engineers and technicians proceeded with the work of assembling 
eight giant generators. The first electricity would be generated five 
months later. Seventeen more months would pass before all the 
generators produced hydroelectric power. 

March 4, 1965. Construction of the dam had progressed to 
where its hollow-jet valves and spillways could be tested. 
These were designed to eject water out into the Colorado 
River's middle where there would be less chance of damage 
to shores and walls of Glen Canyon. The "by-pass" valves 
and spillways were built·in anticipation of years when heavy 
spring run-offs might cause unusually high water im
poundments in Lake Powell, requiring rapid lowering of its 
surface. Although their use is rare no other operation at Glen 
Canyon Dam is more spectacular to view. (See back cover). 



May 24, 1966. The 
Carl Hayden Visitor 
Center neared comple
tion on Glen Canyon's 
west rim. It was ready 
to receive the public 
in August of 1967. 

February 17, 1965. Halfway to full power! 
Four of the dam's big generators had 
been assembled; the rema ining four were 
in various stages of fabrication. Exactly 
one year later all eight would be produc
ing hydro-electric power. 

Initially the total potential of the 
combined eight generators was 950,000 
kilowatts. By September of 1986 all will 
have been re-built, incorporating tech
nological advancements that will increase 
their power capabilities to 1,320,000 
kilowatts. 

March 18, 1966. Steel towers for 
high--tension conductors were 
being placed in series that 
extended across many miles of 
Northern Arizona 's Coconino 
County and Garfield County in 
Southern Utah. Workers who 
accomplished "the march of the 
highline" often found themselves 
in remote regions previously seen 
by only a few white men . 

Glen Canyon Dam - Its Purposes - Its Hydroelectric Power 

Glen Canyon Dam's multiple purposes were sanctioned by 
the United States Congress in 1956 ''to create a reservoir to 
provide conservation storage, control sediment, abate 
floods, facil itate recreational development, aid in fish and 
wildlife conservation, and produce electrical energy." The 
dam's performance in these directives has proven to be 
outstanding: 

The reservoir - lake Powell - is a huge "savings bank" of 
water than can be drawn upon during dry years. 

Much of the thick, red sediment that formerly coursed 

Glen, Marble and Grand Canyons has been mitigated. 
Most of the floods that periodically wiped out verdure, 

beaches, fish and mammals in the Colorado's canyons have 
been eliminated. 

lake Powell, Glen, Marble and Grand Canyons are provid
ing more and better recreational opportunities for many 
more people than ever before. 

Fish and wildlife that were relatively rare in pre-dam 
days now exist in healthy abundance throughout lake Powell 
Country. 

Hydroelectric power produced by Glen Canyon 
Dam's generators contributes a meaningful percentage 
of the ever-increasing electrical energy requirements 

for the rapidly-growing West. 

HERE IS HOW GLEN CANYON DAM PRODUCES 
HYDROELECTRIC POWER: 

® Hydraulic hoists within control houses atop the dam's crest 
can raise or lower fixed-wheel gates to positions allowing water 
from lake Powell to enter penstocks, the huge "pipes" leading 
to hydraulic turbines beneath the powerplant. 

® Each of the eight penstock openings is protected by the screen 
of a trashrack that will not allow fish or flotsam to enter. 

© Each penstock is fifteen feet in diameter. Each descends more 
than 400 feet through the dam's mass on an incline of sixty 
degrees. Each is capable of spilling 1.3 million gallons of 
water into a turbine's spiral case each minute. 

® The dam's concrete mass consists of 4.9 million cubic yards of 
concrete. Many horizontal galleries that allow inspection of var
ious inner sectors are not shown in this sketch. At the dam's 
foundation, 127 feet below the riverbed, the concrete is 300 
feet thick. 

® Water that has raced down through penstocks and into spiral 
cases spews against turbine blades, causing them to rotate at 
great speeds. The vertical turbine shaft connected to the top of 
the blades is also connected to a huge rotor within the 
generator above it. 

® In the powerplant, within the generator's stator bore, the 
vertical turbine shaft spins the rotor 150 revolutions per 
minute, creating up to 165,000 kilowatts of electrical energy. 

® After penstock water has been spent in turbines it is released 
through inundated draft tubes and returned to the Colorado 
River, creating the dam's tailrace. 

® The Colorado River's riverbed in Glen Canyon. 

..P 



Noted Personalities In The Glen Canyon Dam Story 

John Wesley Powell , educator, Union major in 
the Civil War, adventurer, geologist and 
ethnologist. In 1869 he was first to explore 
the entire Green and Colorado Rivers by boat. 
Later he seriously encouraged reclamation in 
the West and was the first to head a govern
ment agency dedicated to such a philosophy. 
That agency would become the United States 
Bureau of Reclamation, operator of Glen 
Canyon Dam. 

Carl T. Hayden, native Arizonan who served 
his state for 57 years in the United States 
Congress. Noted for many political talents 
Hayden is best remembered by Arizonans for 
his consistent support of reclamation pro
jects aimed at enhancing water supplies in 
his state and in the West. Among those was 
the Upper Colorado River Storage Project of 
which Glen Canyon Dam and sprawling Lake 
Powell are vital parts. 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, 34th president of the 
United States. "Ike" believed in the Upper 
Colorado River Storage Project, encouraged 
the 84th Congress to pass Public Law 485 
creating it, and signed the bill into law. On 
October 15, 1956 he actuated a charge of 
dynamite that blasted the first rock from 
walls of Glen Canyon at the selected dam
site. He died in 1961 without ever having 
seen Glen Canyon Dam or Lake Powell. 

Theodore Roosevelt, 26th president of the 
United States. In 1902 Congress passed The 
Reclamation Act when he told them "the 
forest and water problems are perhaps the 
most vital internal problems of the United 
States." Roosevelt Dam on Arizona 's Salt 
River was named for and dedicated by him in 
1911. It was the first major flood control and 
impoundment facility created by the Bureau 
of Reclamation. 

John C. Page, commissioner of the Bureau of 
Reclamation from 1937 to 1943. Following a 
career post at Hoover Dam, completed in 
1935, Page devoted his remaining few years 
to planning for other big dams that could 
contribute to the Colorado River Storage Pro
ject. Glen Canyon Dam was one of those. The 
town of Page, Arizona is named in his honor. 
His widow officiated at the opening of its 
postoffice and, later, at the incorporation of 
Page as an Arizona city in 1975. 

Lem F. Wylie, project construction engineer. A 
World War II colonel in the U.S. Marine Corps 
he was selected by the Bureau of Reclama
tion to oversee creation of Glen Canyon Dam 
from drawing board to completion. During 
certain periods of the decade-long construc
tion process Wylie supervised as many as 
2, 700 workers on the project. He first saw the 
damsite from a boat on the Colorado River, 
proudly stood ori the dam's crest at its 
dedication 11 years later in 1966. 

Special Events Surrounding Glen Canyon Dam and Bridge 

Hundreds of persons from throughout the 
West journeyed to remote Glen Canyon to 
pertlclpate in the dedication of newly
completed Glen Canyon Steel-arch Bridge on 
FtbrUiry 20, 1959. Wilbur A. Dexheimer, 
Bureeu of Reclamation commissioner, Utah 
Governor George Clyde and Arizona Governor 
Paul Fannin presided at a chain-cutting 
ceremony, opening the bridge and its new 
U.S. Hlahway 89 segment to the public. 

The construction of Glen Canyon Dam had 
beaun In October of 1956. Almost exactly ten 
ytlrs later the work had been completed. To 
celebrate the event a special dam-crest 
dedication ceremony was presided over by 
Mrs. Lyndon "Ladybird" Johnson, repre
llntlna her husband, the 36th president of 
the United States. 

Many other notables were present, in
cludlna Interior Secretary Stuart Udall, Utah 
Senator Frank Moss, Arizona Governor Sam 
Goddard, Utah Governor Calvin Rampton, 
Ntvajo Tribal Chairman Raymond Nakai, and 
officials of the Bureau of Reclamation and 
Nttlonal Park Service. 

Glen Canyon Dam's foundation excavation was scene of 
first-pour ceremonies June 17, 1960. Secretary of the Inter
ior Fred A. Seaton, the governors of Arizona and Utah, and 
project construction engineer Lem F. Wylie presided. On that 
day 12 yards of concrete weighing 24 tons were placed in a 
form 127 feet below the Colorado River's streambed. 

The first blast necessary to excava
tions for Glen Canyon Dam was 
triggered during a special ceremony 
in Washington, D.C. on October 15, 
1956. Interior Secretary Fred A. 
Seaton watched as President Dwight 
Eisenhower pressed a key setting off 
the explosion, then they smiled as 
they heard the report over long
distance telephones. 

Seventeen years passed before Lake 
Powell reached its maximum impound
ment capacity. On July 11, 1980 R. 
Keith Higginson, Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Reclamation, officiated at 
the first lake-fill celebration. Also on 
the rostrum atop the dam's crest 
were some of the men, now retired , 
who helped to build the dam, and 
others who pioneered recreation facil
ities on the huge lake. 
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The Two Highest Steel-arch Bridges In The United States 

Glen Canyon Bridge, near Page, Arizona: 
Height above Colorado River: 700 feet. 

" Highway linked by span: U.S. 89. • 
Length of deck over arch-truss: 1,271 feet. 
Width of deck: 38 feet. 
Total steel in bridge: 4,000 tons. 
Cost of construction: $5 million. 
Construction begun: 1957. Completed: 1959. 

New River Bridge, near Fayetteville, West Virginia: 
Height above New River: 876 feet. 
Highway linked by span: Appalachian Corridor L. 
Length of deck over arch-truss: 1,700 feet. 
Width of deck: 76 feet. 
Total steel in bridge: 22:,000 tons. 
Cost of construction: $39 million. 
Construction begun: 1973. Completed: 1977. 
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